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Over the past decade, there has been much interest in developing
receptors for DNA bases. Some of these receptors are metal based1

(e.g., (cyclen)Zn, Chart 1),2 while others are purely organic.3

Nucleobase receptors may be useful for sensing nucleotides
involved in signal transduction (e.g., cAMP and cGMP) or for
detecting the levels of therapeutic agents (e.g., Lamivudine or
AZT).4 Furthermore, nucleoside analogues that bind tightly and
selectively to DNA bases may be useful for making antigene or
antisense agents that suppress gene expression at the transcriptional
or translational level.5 Nucleoside analogues may also be used to
develop novel base pairs6,7 (e.g., (dipic)Cu(pyr), Chart 1).8 Many
of the receptors reported to date bind to the nucleobases in
nonaqueous solvents through hydrogen bonding.3 A major challenge
is in developing receptors that bind tightly to the nucleobases in
polar solvents such as water or DMSO. Our interest in understand-
ing the cooperative interaction between metal coordination and
hydrogen bonding9,10 led to the development of a Cd(II) complex
(LCd, Chart 1) that binds tightly and selectively to cytidine in
DMSO.

The cadmium complex (LCd(Cl)) was prepared by adding 1
equiv each of Cd(Cl)2 and NaOH to a methanolic solution of the
ligand11 (LH). The formation of the complex between cytidine and
the receptor was followed by1H NMR in d6-DMSO. Titration of
cytidine with the metal complex resulted in a downfield shift (Figure
1) of the signals due to the amino (Ha and Hb, Chart 1) and aromatic
hydrogens (H5 and H6), while the signals due to the sugar hydrogens
show only minor changes. The dramatic downfield shift of one of
the amino hydrogens (Ha) is indicative of hydrogen bonding, and
the downfield shift of the aromatic hydrogens is expected from
coordination of cytidine to the metal complex. The equilibrium
constant for binding of cytidine to the receptor was determined by
plotting the1H NMR signals of cytidine as a function of the receptor
concentration and fitting the data according to the equation for 1:1
complexation (Figure 2).12 On the basis of these results, we suggest
that cytidine coordinates to the metal complex to giveLCdC as
shown in Chart 1.

In designing the cytidine receptor, we tried to mimic the
Watson-Crick interaction between guanine and cytosine (G-C,
Chart 1). The receptor-cytidine interaction (LCdC) resembles the
guanine-cytosine interaction except that one of the Watson-Crick
hydrogen bonds is replaced with a coordinative bond. Molecular
mechanics computation13 shows that the size of the metal ion is
important for the hydrogen bonds to form inLCdC. For example,
if the cadmium ion (covalent radius 1.48 Å) inLCdC is replaced
with a smaller metal ion such as zinc (1.25 Å), the ligand (L ) and
the substrate (C) are brought about one-half of an angstrom too
close for the hydrogen bonds to form. Molecular mechanics

computation shows thatLCdC is essentially planar in structure and
ideally positioned for formation of the hydrogen bonds. In contrast,
the structure ofLZnC is twisted due to steric interactions (Figure
3). We do not observe any binding of cytidine to the Zn(II) complex
(LZn) under the same conditions used for formation ofLCdC
(Table 1), even though the two metal ions are similar in many
respects.

The results reported in Table 1 highlight the effectiveness of
the Cd(II) complex for binding cytidine. The combination of metal
coordination and hydrogen bonding leads to a substantial increase
in the complexation between the receptor (LCd) and cytidine. This
receptor binds cytidine about 30 times more tightly than does
guanosine (K ) 3.7 M-1 at 37 °C).14 It is about 20 times more
effective than ligand free CdCl2 (K ) 7.2 M-1) or ZnCl2 (K ) 3.0
M-1)12 despite the fact that the ligand (L ) reduces the Lewis acidity
of the cadmium ion. Selectivity of the receptor (LCd) is another
remarkable feature. Adenosine and guanosine have potential metal
binding sites (N7 on guanosine and N1 and N7 on adenine).
However, only cytidine may coordinate and form two hydrogen
bonds with the receptor.
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Figure 1. 1H NMR spectra of (a) cytidine (3.0 mM), (b) cytidine (3.0
mM) andLCd (15 mM, 60% of the ternary complex formed). The symbol
(b) indicates the signals relative toLCd.
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The energy of a hydrogen bond between uncharged groups is
about 1.0-1.4 kcal mol-1, whereas that involving a charged group
is slightly higher (1.5-2.8 kcal mol-1).15 The energy of a hydrogen
bond between a positively charged donor and negatively charged
acceptor is about 4 kcal mol-1.16 In general, it is difficult to obtain
significant increases in binding of molecules with a single hydrogen
bond in water.17 However, we have recently shown that the
equilibrium constant for binding of hydroxide to a metal complex
in water can be increased over 100-fold by exchanging a single
weak hydrogen bond that does not have charge complimentarity
(1 kcal mol-1) with a strong one that does (4 kcal mol-1).10 The
amino nitrogen of cytosine is partially positive, while the carbonyl
oxygen of cytosine is partially negative. The hydrogen bond
acceptor inLCd is negative, whereas the donor is partially positive.
This charge complimentarity between the hydrogen bond donor and
acceptor groups inLCd andC may be the reason for the high
selectivity and sensitivity of the receptor (Table 1).

It is interesting to compare our cytidine receptor with the

thymidine receptor reported by Kimura et al. ((cyclen)ZnT, Chart
1).2 Both receptors bind to the target nucleobase through cooperative
interaction of metal coordination and hydrogen bonding. While the
zinc ion in the thymidine receptor is smaller than the cadmium ion
in the cytidine receptor, the bent structure of the strained cyclen
complex allows hydrogen bonding to take place. In contrast to the
globular structure of the receptor-thymidine complex, the recep-
tor-cytidine complex (LCdC) should be planar (Figure 3),
resembling the natural base pair.

A number of interesting novel base pairs have been reported6

including those involving metal ions.7 Planar metallo base pairs
((dipic)Cu(pyr), Chart 1)8 can benefit from stacking interactions
within the duplex DNA. The planar receptor-cytidine structure
(LCdC) could make the receptor an ideal artificial nucleobase for
antisense applications.18

To our knowledge,LCd represents the first cytidine selective
receptor that can operate in polar solvents. This result opens the
way to sensing cytosine based compounds such as lamivudine and
to the synthesis of antisense molecules with enhanced binding
affinity. The general strategy presented here for developing the
artificial guanine should also be applicable for developing artificial
cytosine, adenine, and thymine.
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Figure 2. NMR titration of cytidine withLCd, chemical shift changes
relative to the cytidine protons Ha (b), Hb (O), and H5 (0) as a function of
theLCd concentration (lines: best fit). Conditions: [cytidine]) 2.0 mM,
d6-DMSO, 25°C.

Figure 3. Computed structures of (a)LCdC (hydrogen bond indicated with
dashed lines) and (b)LZnC.

Table 1. Association Constants for the Complexes between the
Nucleosides and Receptors at 25 °C

receptor nucleoside K, M-1

LZn C <5
LCd C 117
LCd A <2
LCd G <2
LCd T <2
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